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ABSTRACf.- This paper analyzes cthnobotanical information on the tropical tree
legume genus Lellcaena Benth. It is part of a taxonomical, archaeobotanical,
ethnohistorical, and genetical study of the domestication process of these plants
in Mexico, In general, uses are food and medicine; the wood is valued as fuel, for
construction and for tool manufacturing. Young leaves, Aower buds, immature
legumes and seeds are eaten fresh, both raw and cooked; seeds are either dry
preserved' whole and toasted or ground in a paste that is sun-dried and cooked;
the bark is a vulnerary, the leaves and seeds are antiseptic and parasiticide. Within
distribution ranges of taxa, local ethnic groups recognize and use natural
populations, thus emphasizing the antiquity of this knowledge. Associated with
this, there is variable cultural relevance of the laxa. Most important cultivated
taxa are L. escutenla subsp. esculenta and L leucocephala subsp. glabrata. The first is
cultivated in central and southern Mexico, its biological area of origin and where
it is extensively gathered, consumed and stored. The second is widespread under
cultivation in warm to temperate zones, and probably originated in coastal
southern Mexico. Some taxa have re<:ently been introduced to management
systems, which enhances variation of traditional management techniques.
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RESUMEN.- Este articulo analiza la infonnaci6n etnobotanica disponible acerca
del genero de arboles tropicales Leucae'la (Fabaceae, Mimosaceae), con enfasis en
los taxa cultivados. Es parle de un estudio taxon6mico, arqueobotanico,
etnohist6rico y genetico del proceso de domesticaci6n de estas plantas en Mexico.
Sus usos son como ali menlo y medicina, la madera sirve como lena, para
conslrucci6n y para manufacturar utensilios. Las hojas, flores, legumbres y semillas
inmaduras se comen frescas, crudas 0 cocinadas; las semillas se almacenan
preparadasenteras -consumidas tostadas-, 0 molidas y secadas al sol-consumida
cocinada-; la corteza es vulneraria; las hojas y semillas son antisepticas y
parasiticidas. Dentro del ambito de disITibuci6n de los taxa, las etnias locales
reconocen y utilizan las poblaciones silvestres, indicando la antiguedad de este
conocimiento. Asociado a esto existe variaci6n en la importancia cultural de los
taxa, siendo los mas importantes en cultivo L. escull'nta subsp. I'sClilenta y L.
leucocephala subsp.glabrata. La primera, cultivada en el centro y sur de Mexico, su
area de origen biol6gico, donde se recolecta extensivamentc, se consume y
almacena. La segunda es cullivada en las zonas cfilidas a templadas dd pais,
probab1cmentc originaria de la costa sur de Mexico. Algunos taxa han sido
re<:ientemente incorporados a sistemas tradicionales de manejo, incrementando
la variabilidad de las formas de manejn tradicionales.

Palabras dave: Etnobotanica; proceso de domesticaci6n; Lellcae"a; Mexico.
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RE5UME.- eel article analyse ]'informati6n elhnobotaniquc disponiblc sur Ie genre
des arbres tropicaux Leucaena (Fabaccae, Mimosaccae), en particulier sur les espece5
cultivces au Mexiquc. L'etude fait partie d'une recherche taxonomique,
archcobotanique, ethnohistoriquc el genetiquc, des processus de domestication
de ces plantes au Mexique. Gencrelment, clles sonl utilisees comme aliments el
remcdes. Le bois ser! a la construction, [a fabrication d'ootils, et comme
combustible. Les fcuilles, fleors, gausses, graines, sont mangecs a l'ela! j('une,
cmcs ou cuites. Les graines sonl stockees, simplcmenl s&hees (puis grillees au
moment de 13 consuomalion), Oll bien, moulucscngaleltcssechecs au soleil (puis
cuils dans un boullion). L'&:orcc est vulnerairc, les feuilles et Ie graines sont
parasiticidcs ct antiseptiques. Les differentes especes etaient connues, nommees,
et utili.sees par chaque ethnic qui cohabitait avec eUes, demontrant ]'anciennetc
de celte conaissance.Les espcces plus n:~panduessont L. escu/eutll subsp. esculelltll
et L. leucocephala subsp. glabrata. La premiere est cultivee au centre et au sud du
Mexique (sa zone d'origine biologique) clle esl recolt6e extensivement, preparee
et stock&>. La scconde est cultivee dans les zones chaudes a lempcrees du Mcxique,
probablement originaire de la cote sud. Recentemcnt, quelques especes ont etc
incorporees aux systemes de culture traditionels, occasionanl de nouvelles
conduites de culture.

Mots clefs: Ethnobotanique, processus dc domestication, Leumellll, Mexiquc.

INTRODUCTION

This paper analyzes the ethnobotanical information available for species of
the genus LellCaellil Benth. in Mexico. It is particularly directed to examining local
people's knowledge of these legume trees, including classification, ecology, utili
zation and management, with emphasis on the cultivated taxa, It is part of a study
of the domestication process of these plants (Zarate 1998), which also includes
systematics (Zarate 1994), archaeobotany (Urate 1999), ethnohistory (Zarate 1997)
and genetics (Zarate 1999). The general aim of these studies is to contribute to the
understanding of the origins and diffusion of traditional cultivated. taxa, and of
the evolution of the cultural counterpart of the Lellcaena spp.-people interrelation.
Domeslicarion.- Domestication is a process occurring in an ethnobiological hyperspace;
humans and plants interact, with each one of these entities having its particular and
independent principles (e.g., culture and economy vs. genetics and ecology). Plants are an
economic incentive needed for human subsistence; however, interaction between people
and plants (and the ecosystem in general) occurs as a socially mediated process, which is
driven by human work. i.e., management. Like all cullural processes, management evolves
through the acquisition, transfonnation and transmission of infonnation by social groups
as part oftheir economic activities in an ecological context. Management -ofboth vegetation
and each kind of piam- causes changes in both the plant's environment and the genetic
structure ofplant populations (i.e., evolution, which is analogous to ecotypic differentiation).
The historical trends of the cultural aspects of the domestication process may be studied
by comparison of ethnobotanical and historical aspects. This cultural sequence of change
finds expression in genetic processes which become perceivable as taxonomical identity
and morphological, ecological, and genetical variation.
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Tllecultllral cOl/tert.-Mesoamerica has been a distinct center of civilization in which
the uS(' of natural resources is characterized by the exhaustive use of biological
diversity and by a diverse spcctrwn of management intensity, both of the vegeta
tion and of individual plant species (Caballero 1994; Casas et af. 1997). Thus a
number of plant (and animal) taxa have been utilized in this area in wnditions of
diversified production which range from gathering to full domestication
(Hernandez4 X. 1993), in close interaction with ecological and economic conditions.
The results of this long history are a number of valuable and nowadays important
crops, and a tradition of diversified ecological use of soil and vegetation (Bye 1993;
Hernandez-X. 1993). This is the context in which Lel/menn spp. has bt!en known,
used and managed. Within this context, use of these trees as food is noteworthy
because tender pods and seeds may be eaten uncooked. Other legume trees are
consumed inunature today, and maybe were more so in the past (Messer 1978;
Felker 1981), but this is not frequent and trees are not cultivated nor extensively
gathered. The fleshy legumes of mesquite (Prosopis spp.) are chewed to extract the
sugar they contain, but seeds only become edible after being toasted and ground;
so are seeds of other legume trees, such as Lysiloma candida and Cerddillm spp.
(Parra 1983). The soft edible pulp (arils) surrounding seeds of the genera of Ie·
gume trees II/ga and Pit1lecelobillm are frequently consumed, gathered and
commercialized, and the trees producing them are managed.

The appreciable consequences of the Spanish conquest on the ethnobotany of
the genus are discussed elsewhere (Zarate 1997, 1998). The importance given by
Mesoamerican cultures to Lel/menn was mostly ignored by Europeans, and thus
by the socio-economically dominant class. Because of this, traditional use and
management of most taxa of Lel/caena spp. underwent little acculturation, while
partial cultural disjunction is observed in modern uses of some taxa (Zarate 1997,
1998).

Taxonomy nnd ecology.- According to Zarate (1994), the genus -in Fabaceae,
Mimosaceae- comprises about 24 taxa of trees and shrubs -22 in Mexico; including
14 species and 18 subspecies, plus a number of little studied Central and South
American taxa- in two sections, Sect. Lellcnenn, and Sect. Mncropliylla Zarate. It is
distributed from the Southern United States to Northern South America (Hughes
1998b). The taxa grow in different tropical environments, from arid to humid, form
ing part of a range of vegetation types including mntorrnles, low deciduous forests,
sub-deciduous humid forests, gallery forests, mangrove edges, sandy shores, and
road-side vegetation (Zarate 1994; Hughes 1993; Rzedowsky 1978). In humid en
vironments, Lel/coena taxa belong mostly to secondary vegetation, their dominance
increasing with aridity. Most cultivated taxa belong to section Leucoma, character
ized by having small leaflets (Zarate 1994).

A number of putative interspecific hybrids have been detected in Leucnena,
some of which have been formally named (Zarate 1994; Hughes 1998a, 1998b;
Hughes and Harris 1994). Some of the suspected hybrids seem to be a part of the
biogeographical and genetic process of evolution in the genus, while others have
been related to cultivation and human diffusion (Zarate 1994). Among these for
mally described hybrids, the only one that has been characterized beyond
morphology is the hybrid between the gllQje rojo and the gl/aje verde, L. xmixtec
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Hughes et Harris (1994). This highly sterile tree has been found only where culti·
vatian of the parental taxa is sympatric (Hughes and Harris 1994).

EtllllObotQlIY.- Most taxa of Lel/caellO in Mexico are reported as edible by people,
and some are gathered more or less intensely (Zarate 1994) (Appendix 1). The
main cultigens are: the guoje1raja or guaje colorado, "red gllaje;' L. esculellta (Moe. et
Sesse ex A. DC.) Benth., with two subspecies, L. e. subsp. esculenla and L. e. subsp.
pal1;cu!aln (Britton ef Rose) Zarate (1994); and theguojeverde, "green guaje," or gllaje
blanco, "white guoje", L. lellcocephnla (Lam.) de Wit subsp. glabrafa (Rose) Zarate
(1987,1994).

METHODS

Ethnobotanical information was obtained from diverse sources: literature (eth
nographical and ethnobotanical), floristic studies, herbarium specimen labels
-mainly from the Herbario Nacional de Mexico (MEXU). Field work provided in
formation derived from open and structured interviews (Martin 1995), mainly
during rapid surveys beginning in 1979 throughout most of the genus' distribu
tion, and, in some areas, for longer periods (Papantla, Veracruz, 1988, 1993, 1997;
Central Guerrero, 1979, 1981, 1984; Chapuko, Puebla: 1982-1984; Oaxaca, 1979
1981). Where possible, cthnographical works werc compared with field data.
Common names were recorded from literature, herbarium labels and field work.
Established phonetic equivalencies were used when available. Transcription of
field records followed Spanish phonetic approximations. Whenever possible, the
identification of the plants corresponding to ethnobotanical data -i.e, names, uses,
knowledge, management- was authenticated by the examination of plant mate
rial, vouchers of which were deposited in MEXU. Literature reports were compared
with field data, when available. The taxa were identified following Zarate (1994).
A comparative analysis was made of the ethnobotanical information thus com
piled.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ethnographic studies of peoples of Mexico give information about the use of
most taxa of Le/lcaella. The data range from detailed descriptions of uses to the
mention of the plant's names. Field work confirmed the knowledge and uses of
species of the genus by indigenous and mestizo groups throughout the country
(Appendix 1). This knowledge is seemingly ancient and mostly shows a low de
gree of acculturation (Zarate 1997).

Local classificatiolls.- Local people living in areas where one or more wild native
taxa of Lel/coella are found, have local names for them, some in native languages.
Local people's perception of variation and identification of plants is, in general,
precise and usually it agrees with taxonomic criteria. The exceptions to this state
ment seem to be due to lack of exploration, rather than to people's ignorance of
the plants (Zarate 1994) (Appendix 1).

The better known folk classifications of Leucoma are the Nahuatl, Mixtec and
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Zapotec (Messer 1978; Casas and Caballero 1996; zarate 1997). The generic names
in these languages are respectively, uaxin, nduva, and lya, which are applied with
modifiers to species and subspecies in the genus, and to legumes in olher genera.

Within the area of cultivation of the gunje rojo and the guaje verde these are
known by the Nahuatl~derivedname guaje. A noticeable exception to this is in the
Yucatan Peninsula where the putative Maya name for L. I. leucocep/wla is lIaxim or
xaxim, probably borrowed from the Nahuatl. Similar Nahuatl derivatives areguasll
in Puebla and Veracruz, and guas/le in Chiapas, where Leucaena taxa are also
named in non~Nahuatllocal native languages. Some designations distinguish lo~

cal native wild taxa from introductions by epithets denoting this. In Chiapas the
native guash de monte, L. collinsii Britton et Rose subsp. col/illsii (Zarate 1994), is
distinguished from the guasll de Castilla, L. e. esculenta.

Uses and parts used.- Use for food is consistent, except in a few cases in which it is
mostly medicinal. In the Yucatan Peninsula the leaves of uaxim (L. I. leucocepllala)
are fed to chickens as a systemic ectoparasiticide to kill lice, and for other medici~
nal applications (Barrera et al. 1976; Martinez 1979). Also, in the Balsas River Basin
L. e. subsp. matl/dae Zarate is not used as food but the bark is used as a remedy for
witchcraft and as a vulnerary (Zarate 1994). Flower buds and young leaves of
some taxa, and immature legumes and seeds of most taxa are eaten. The seeds,
after being salt~ or ash-cured and sun~dried,are known as cacalas or guajesquite
from Nahuatl uaxizquitl composed of /laxin, guaje and izquitl, toasted seeds
(particularly, maize), derived from icequi, to loasl something (Simeon 1977). In
the native area of L. e. eSClilelltn, guajesquite, derived mainly from wild trees, is
prepared and commercialized. In Morelos, mature seeds gathered from wild trees
of L. macroplly/la Benth. subsp. macrophylla are likewise consumed (Zarate 1994). In
Baja California Sur, the immature legumes of L. lanceolata S. Watson subsp.lmlceolatll
are eaten raw, while dry seeds are eaten after being toasted and ground (Parra
1983). The galls produced by insects on the developing legumes of L. e. esculenta,
called bolochocos or polocllOCOS, are eaten raw in combination with other foods, such
as beans (Messer 1978, Vazquez 1986, Casas et al. 1987, Zarale 1994; Casas and
Caballero 1996) (Appendix 1).

Culinary tradition includes several recipes, the most relevant being thcgullxmole
~from Nahuatl, uaxmolli, composed of Ullx;n and moW, stew (Simeon 1977)- pre
pared with pork, beef or goal meat. Several kinds of sauces (salsa de gUlljes) are
made with or without chili peppers, sometimes including tomato, onion and spices,
usually with garlic. The tortas de guaje is a "guaje omelet" made with immature
seeds beaten with egg and cheese, and fried on a pan. GlIajesquife is washed and
drained, toasted on a flat metal or earthenware pan (comal) until Ihey burst like
popcorn, and eaten in tacos with chili pepper sauces, or alone adding lemon juice,
salt and powdered chili pepper (Kennedy 1992). In the Tehuacan Valley, Puebla,
during the season when goats are sacrificed (matanza), guaje raja seeds are cooked
with their meat (Paredes-Colin 1977). In this region,gllllxmale is flavored with avo
cado leaves (Persell americana Mill.).

In general, when Leucaellll spp. products are used for food they supplement
the diet, due 10 its content in some important vitamins ~and perhaps minerals too
(Kelly and Palerm 1952). While this may be valid for most cases, L. e. esclilenta is
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sometimes more important in the diet, supplying protein. Such is the case of the
elaborate products which may be stored (the gllujesquite and the "bread" described
below). This alimentary pattern corresponds with a strategy based on main staple
foodstuffs, usually crop species, supplemented with seasonally available foods
that are frequently gathered.

The wood is used as firewood, and that of L. eSCl/lenta is used by the Popoloca
in Puebla for house construction (Jiicklein 1974). Utensils and tools arc also report
edly made from the wood of L. lallceo/ata cultivated by the Huaves (Zizumbo and
Colunga 1982). Similar uses and properties of wood of Lel/caellQ spp. are known
from documents of the sixteenth century (Zarate 1997).

Medicinal uses are also common and widespread. In general, leaves and seeds
of these plants are used to fight infections both of the digestive and of the respira
tory systems. Topical use of the ground bark of all three subspecies of L. esculellfa
(Zarate 1994) (sometimes mixed with honey) is recommended for infected wounds
(vulnerary). The seeds of these last named taxa are considered an eupeptic and
aphrodisiac (Diaz 1976, Hernandez 1960). in the original illustration of "Mimosa
eSClilellfa" (slide no. 6331-627, Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation), which
forms part of the lcol/ograjra de la Flora Mexicana compiled by Sessc and Mociflo
(1887,1893), both the edibility and the aphrodisiac properties of L. esculenta subsp.
eswlel/ta are mentioned. The bark of L. e. matudae is used in magic medicine for
treatment of witchcraft, which is associated with the Nahuatl invocation repeated
in silence by the healer when gathering, preparing, giving the remedy to the pa
tient, and ending the ritual. Lel/caena c. collinsii from Chiapas is reported as
antirheumatic (Dfaz 1976) (Appendix 1).

These medicinal uses contrast with reports of toxicity of the leaves, seeds and
pods for cattle, a fact already known by Spanish conquerors (Zarate 1997): When
eaten, it causes hair-loss and, in ruminants, goiter. The responsible of this effect is
the mildly toxic amino acid mimosine, which in ruminants is degraded to the po
tent goiterogen 3-hydroxy-4-1H pyridone (OHP). Toxic effects in ruminants may
be avoided by inoculating cattle with the bacteria Synergisfes jonesii, which is ca
pableof degrading DHP Oanes and Mcgarrity 1986). Biological activity of mimosine
in animal cells has been attributed to the decondensation of chromatin and nucle
olar fibrillar component (Vogt 1991). This highly specific protein synthesis inhibition
may explain the loss of hair and the reported properties against infections and a
broad range of parasites. This fact suggests that Leucaena spp. could have poten
tial in the treatment of tumors.

Ecollomic importance.- Commercialization of products of several species of Lellcaena
is common in markets of many parts of Central Mexico. Among these markets are
local weekly and daily marketplaces as well as established markets. In markets,
gl/ajes are sold in permanent stalls and by temporal vendors. In the main supply
centers in Mexico City, guajes are traded in large scale by specialized merchants
called acaparadores, who buy guajes from local producers. In this and other large
towns and cities gllajes are usually offered together with ethnic plant and animal
foodstuffs. Less frequently, they may be found along with more common veg
etables such as potatoes, carrots, celery, tomatoes, and so on. More rarely, guajes
are sold in supermarkets.
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The legumes of the short day plant L. e. esculenta, and those of L. e. paniculata
which mature during the rainy season, are replaced. during most part of the year
by L. t. glabrata, which produces legumes all year round, as long as water is pro
vided. Regionally (State of Mexico), the legumes of L. m. macrophylla are offered;
so are the leaves, pod galls (bolochocos) and dry seeds of L. esculenta (guajesquite)
(Guerrero, Morelos and Puebla); the fresh legumes of L. cuspidata Standley are
sold in the weekly market of lxmiquilpan, Hidalgo, during the production season
(September). Legumes of L. confertiflora zarate subsp. adenotheloidea zarate (1994),
both cultivated and gathered wild at Chapulco, Puebla, and nearby locations, are
commercialized in local markets in the area of the Tehuacan Valley. Products in
the market come mainly from cultivated populations, but may also have wild or
somewhat managed provenance. In the first case are all instances of L.l. glabrata,
and most examples of sale of L. esculenta and L. c. adenathelaidea. Wild provenance
is dominant in commercialized products of L. macrophylla and L. cuspidata.
Guajesquite made from L. e. esculenta is mainly from wild trees, although there is
evidence of a possibly long history of management of some apparently wild popu
lations (Casas and Caballero 1996). Legumes of L. c. adenathelaidea in markets come
from both cultivated and wild trees. Most taxa are known to be considered edible
and are gathered from wild or somewhat altered populations (Appendix 1).

Leucaena esculenta.- This species is native to the Balsas River Basin at elevations
from 850 to 2200 m above sea level, it is found cultivated in this area and in Cen
tral Mexico, in Zacatecas, Jalisco, Hidalgo, Puebla, Veracruz, Michoacan, Mexico,
Guerrero, Morelos, Oaxaca and Chiapas (zarate 1994:132, figure 6). Outside this
area it is occasionally found cultivated. The subspecies esculenta is common in the
northern and western part of the distribution, whereas the subspeciespaniculata is
found at higher altitudes in Zacatecas, Puebla, Guerrero, Morelos and Oaxaca. In
Oaxaca, the characteristics distinguishing subspecies esculenta and paniculata -re
spectively, angled. branches and red flowers vs. terete branches and reddish flowers,
among others- are frequently combined in cultivated individual trees. Local wild
populations of L. e. paniculata do not have such mixed characteristics (Zarate 1994).
This may be due to hybridization between both subspecies, aided by the above
mentioned overlap in phenology, as suggested by the polyploidy of these south
ern populations of the guaje raja. Archaeobotanical evidence supports that such
hybridization would have derived from the diffusion of L. e. esculenta to areas
with native L. e. paniculata populations (Zarate 1994). Subspeciespaniculata is some
times cultivated, particularly in the margins of the distribution of subspecies
esculenta, at or above 2000 m, in the states of Morelos, Puebla and Oaxaca. Subspe
cies matudae, is endemic to the Central Balsas Basin area, and has not been seen
cultivated. (zarate 1994).

The guaje raja is gathered from wild and managed trees for consumption of
the fresh (green) seeds, which are eaten raw or cooked. The reddish legumes -tied
up in bundles- are sold in markets in many parts of Mexico. Subspecies esculenta is
deciduous, flowering while leafless -an adaptation of tropical dry tropical forest
trees. Legumes of most highly prized L. e. subsp. esculenta trees (hueyuaxin) ma
ture in the spring, while other populations -having lower quality- mature later.
Thus, the legumes of guaje raja are available from August to March. Subspecies
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paniculafa matures during the summer and fall. The Valley Zapotec from Mitla,
Oaxaca, take advantage of both subspecies, recognizing them as lya gusghi (lya,
Valley Zapotec generic name, and gusghi, rainy season; "rainy season guaje") and
lya kures (similarly, "dry season guaje") (Messer 1978; zarate 1994).

Within the heartland of the guaje rojo, in the Canada Region of Guerrero, the
seeds of subsp. esculenta are extensively gathered from wild and managed popu
lations to be prepared as guajesquite which may be stored. for further use. It is sold
in local markets (e.g., Iguala and Huamuxtitlan, Guerrero and Cuernavaca,
Morelos) by seed merchants. Within this area, another form of storable prepara
tion is known: the fresh seeds are ground into a bread-like cake and stored wrapped
in plastic after being sun-dried. This preparation is consumed in stew-like dishes,
with or without meat. According to Casas and Caballero (1996), these two prepa
rations are the only wild food resources stored by the Mixtec people in Guerrero.
This "guaje bread" may be the same as that noticed during the sixteenth century
by Hernandez (1960; zarate 1997).

Management.- These trees (both subspecies) are managed in various agricul
tural systems, grading in intensity, including in situ selection of L. e. esculenta in
sites under fallow cultivation in dry tropical forests (Casas and Caballero 1996),
home gardens, and in high density pure stands. Frequently, it is planted along
water channels (apantles) and in furrow ridges between milpas (bordos). Vegetative
propagation is not practiced for any species of the genus which are always seed
propagated, commonly by direct planting, but they can also be transplanted. In
some cases, the presence of a seedbank makes planting unnecessary.

Diffusion.- Cultigens of the species seem to have been dispersed from some
parts of the Balsas Basin to all parts of the range of cultivation. Some places of
origin of cultigens known today are the upper valleys of Morelos (Cuemavaca
and surrounding areas), an area in the State of Mexico (Temascaltepec area), and
the Tierra Caliente region of Guerrero and Michoacan (Teloloapan, Guerrero
TIquicheo, Michoacan area); these are all regions where Nahuatl is spoken.

Leucaena leucocephala.- Subspecies leucocephala is native along the Caribbean Coast
of Mexico, the Antilles, and Florida, while the subspeciesglabrafa is widespread in
Mexico, but its native area is not completely certain (see below) (zarate 1987, 1994).
The subspecies glabrata is cultivated and has recently been dispersed as a weed.
While being typical of humid tropical environments, in cultivation it has a broad
ecological range. A cultigen initially identified as subspecies leucocephnla (zarate
1987, 1994) is known cultivated by the Coast Totonac of Veracruz, and by the Totonac
and the Nahua from the Sierra Norte de Puebla region (zarate 1987, 1994). How
ever, the identity of this plant is questionable, and it is likely that it is a hybrid of
the subspecies glabrata and L...puluerulenta. In the Maya area, the native L. I.
leucocephala is part of home gardens (Barrera 1980; Rico-Gray et al. 1990).

Management. In the Totonac region subspecies glabrata is managed in slash
and burn milpas, acahuales (managed secondary vegetation) and in managed pas
tures (Kelly and Palerm 1952; Medellin 1990); elsewhere, within its distribution
range, it is mainly found in patios, homegardens and in pure stands (Lazos et al.
1988; zarate 1994). Its establishment and production seem to depend largely on
irrigation. In Jalcomulco, Veracruz, pure stands of L. I. glabrata are grown on the
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Jalcomulco River banks, apparently forming spontaneous hybrids with the native
taxon L. diversifolia (SchldL) Benth. subsp. diversifolia (Zarate 1994).

Diffusion. This species colonized the tropics of the world through European
introduction via the Philippines (Zarate 1987, 1997, 1998). However, the aggres
sive subspecies leucocephala has become a problem for some countries, leading to
the introduction of the more useful subspecies glabrafa (Dijkman 1950, Anony
mous 1984, Hughes 1993). This trend has reached Mexico, where importation of
germplasm is occurring even today.

Cultigens of subspecies glabrata probably originated along rivers in the Sierra
Madre del Sur or along the southern Pacific Coast of Mexico. From here, it reached
its present area of traditional cultivation along Michoacan, Guerrero, Morelos,
Puebla and Oaxaca. Archaeological evidence suggests that L. I. glabrata was intro
duced to the Tehuacan Valley during the Classic period (Palo Blanco phase), and
perhaps to the Gulf of Mexico area, and that it was associated with irrigation agri
culture (zarate 1998). The cultivation of L.l.glabrata occurs where water is available
and low temperatures do not limit its growth. Conversely, however, cultivation of
L. esculenta does not occur at low elevations and may be damaged by excessive
humidity (zarate 1994).

Other cultivated taxa.- Other taxa are cultivated in lower degree, including some
newly introduced cultigens and others that seem traditional. In the first case, the
guaje zacatzin, L. c. adenotheloidea is a small, multiple-stemmed tree cultivated at
1800-2000 m above sea level in Chapulco, Puebla (zarate 1984, 1994). The ethno
botanical evidence indicates that this shrubby tree was initially planted at the
beginning of the present century. It is grown in home gardens with other trees in
borders limiting the corn fields (milpas). Native populations exist in the neighbor
ing Sierra de Zongolica, where it has traditionally been gathered for consumption,
trade and sale (zarate 1994). Irrigation seems to be causing the preference of the
guaje zacatzin over the older cultigens of the guaje colorado (L. e paniculata), because
the latter is damaged by constant moisture while the first responds with luscious
growth and abundant legume production (zarate 1994).

In the same case is L. cuspidata Standley, a small tree from arid vegetation in
San Luis Potosi, Queretaro and Hidalgo (Zarate 1994), of incipient cultivation at
the Mezquital Valley (Hughes 1993). As a tradition, the Otomi people gathered
this shrub's legumes (zarate 1994) and currently are turning to its cultivation.

Of unknown antiquity in cultivation, L. lanceolata -belonging to Leucaena Sec
tion Macrophylla zarate (1994)- is grown in live fences for fodder by the Huaves of
San Mateo del Mar, Oaxaca (Zizumbo and Colunga 1982).

Two other taxa are grown in liVing fences in Southern Mexico: L. c. collinsii,
and L. shannonii J. D. Smith subsp. shannonii. Both taxa are of Central American
affinity and are Mexican subspecies (Zarate 1994) disjunct from other subspecies
in Central America (Hughes 1993). Precise antiquity of their cultivation is unknown.

Management and agricultural systems.- Physical factors such as climate, soil and
vegetation influence the decision about which taxa to cultivate, but the choice is
also influenced by cultural factors. The degree of intention and the effectiveness
of the various managed systems known for Leucaena spp. ranges from individual
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selection of trees in situ (without planting)- L. e. CSCI/lcnta (Casas and Caballero
1996), and L. I. ICllcocephnla (Kelly and Palcrm 1952; Medellin 1990; Zarate 1994);
the favoring and encouragement of volunteer recruits in culture- L. e. paniculata.
in Chapuko, Puebla (Zarate 1994); to, the planting of seeds either directly to the
fields- L. e. escu/mta (Casas and Caballero 1996), L. I. glabrafa, and L. c. adenotheloidea
or ex situ to be transplantcd- L. c. adellotlleloidea (Zarate 1994).

CONCLUSIONS

Relative importance of taXQ.- From the data presented here, and from the
ethnohistorical analysis (Zarate 1997), it may be concluded that the taxon with
most cthnohotanical relevance in Mexico is L. e. esculenfu, followed in order of
importance by L. I. g/abrata. The native area of L. e. eswlenta has been approxi
mately outlined, also it has been determined that the highly prized cultigens of
this species (the IlIleyllQxin) originate in the higher portions along the northem
border of this region.

The geographic origin of L.l. glabrafa and of its cultivation is less certain. Most
probably, the taxon is native along the rivers draining from the Mexican Pacific
slopes. As mentioned, the reviewed archaeological evidence suggests that this
cultigen did not originate in the Gulf of Mexico area; rather, it was likely intro
duced to Eastern Mexico from some place within tile Balsas Basin area during the
Classic period. However, L. 1. lellcocepl/Q/a seems native to the Yucatan Peninsula
and across the Tchuantepec Isthmus (Zarate 1994).

A Central American cultivation area is recognized which is characterized by
management in living fences of native taxa. Mexican subspecies of L. callinsii and
L. sf/annan;; (Zarate 1994) are cultivated in the northern portion of this area ex
tending into Guatemala (Hughes 1993, ]998b). The tradition associated with this
area seems to be independent from those in the Balsas River Basin and Gulf of
Mexico regions. History of migrations of the Pipil Nicarao (Fowler 1989) could
have influenced this cultivation tradition, but that is uncertain. While L. CSClllellta
did not diffuse beyond Mexico, knowledge of the genus did: the Pipillanguage
from El Salvador records the word wa:xi/l, plural, waJtwa:xill, meaningguaje tree
(Campbell 1985).

Etlmobotallical evidence and tile domestication of Leucaena.- A model for the process
of domestication of the taxa in Leucntma has been proposed on a multidisciplinary
basis, of which this study forms part (Zarate 1998, 1999). A genetic analysis made
of putative isozyme genes of samples from the same wild and in situ selected popu
lations morphologically studied by Casas and Caballero (1996), agrees with the
differentiation observed by these authors in those characteristics of the fruit which
are selected by people (Zarate ]999). This genetic evidence (Zarate 1999), together
with inferences coming from phytogeography (distribution of populations) (zarate
1994), ethnohistory (zarate 1997), archaeobotany (Zarate 1999), and morphology
(Zarate 1994; Casas and Caballero 1996), also suggests that domestication of L. e.
eSCIl/elita must have proceeded, in part, by a form of management similar to that
observed by Casas and Caballero (1996), acting during prolonged periods of time,
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and over selected ecotypes. This form of selection acts upon locally available varia
tion but is strengthened by diffusion of trees, which have themselves been selected
along a historical process acting extensively upon the species' ecological and geo
graphic milieus (zarate 1999).

The ethnobotany of the genus in Mexico uncovers a geographic mosaic of taxa
cultures composed of wild, native taxa, in areas where local people gather and
know each one as part of their knowledge of the environment. Overlapped with
this pattern, some taxa are mostly found under more intense forms of manage
ment, and genetic variation present is apparently more or less determined by the
history of such management. These facts may be observed as ethnobotanical mani
festations: people recognize and appraise the quality of their plants, and of those
from the region and beyond. Accordingly, people make attempts to improve the
quality of their plantings either by introducing genetic material (seeds in this case),
by elimination and favoring of present trees, or by a combination of both. Thus
land race populations in areas where these were introduced are usually accompa
nied by introduced, higher quality cultigens. The distribution of these prized
cultigens aids in charting their provenance and diffusion patterns.

Culturally, this situation in which a few taxa are widespread and cultivated,
while other are gathered and relevant only at a local scale, is a consequence of the
historical interaction between economic tradition, species distribution, ecological
importance, and relative importance of cultural groups. There is a noticeable cul
tural identity of the most relevant taxa, their uses and their management by Nahuatl
speakers in Central Mexico. The magic-medicinal use of L. e. matudae mentioned
above is an important geographical and cultural indicator because it matches with
the area of major alimentary relevance of the guajes, and because it provides cul
tural identity clues. The context of the use of this magic medicine is similar in
many respects to that described by Aguirre-Beltran (1992) for Olloloqui (Ipomoea
corimbosa). In general, such similarities include invocation, ritual performance,
participants attitudes, patient motivations and effects of treatment.

Other clues come from: sixteen century accounts of its importance for Nahuatl
speakers (zarate 1987); phytogeography (zarate 1994); and, previously discussed
archaeological evidence of diffusion of L. e. esw/enta to neighboring Mixtec and
Zapotec peoples (Zarate 1999). Also, evidence of diffusion of L. /. glabrata to the
Tehuacan Valley, putatively with irrigation, has been associated with Nahuatl or
Mixtec speakers on the basis of ceramic findings (MacNeish et aI., 1970).

The cultivation of the guaje verde is, in general, associated with that of L. e.
escu1enfa in the areas where both exist. However due to ecological conditions, L. 1.
glabrata is cultivated in places where the guaje rojo would not grow, areas which
include many ethnic groups besides Nahuatl speakers. The Nahua identity of this
species is weaker than that of L. e. esculenta. It seems to have been of relatively
secondary importance to the sixteenth century Nahuatl speakers (zarate 1997),
yet its diffusion could have been also associated with these ethnic groups, as sug
gested by archaeology (Zarate 1998). All this indicates that Nahuatl speakers have
been the main diffusers of the knowledge, use and cultivation oLL. e. esculenta and
L. t. glabrata. It remains to be seen whether ancient gatherers of guaje raja seeds
were actually Nahuatl speakers, since when they did this and whether they learned
this from other people are questions that may only be answered by archaeology.
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New domestication processes and production systems are being generated
for trees and shrubs of the genus Leucaena in Mexico, apparently even faster than
the promotion of the "modernized" uses, i.e. those praised by some intemational
researchers who arc sometimes largely ignorant of traditional uses in Mexico. This
brings about incipient domestication of taxa formerly gathered from the wild. In
this last instance there areat least tw"o taxa, both from dry environments: L. cuspidata
in the Mezquital Valley, and L. c. adctlot1leloidea near the Tehuacan Valley. In the
former case, innovation is observed as variation in the management techniques
used, a diversification which contrasts with more or less fixed traditional manage
ment of previously established cultigens in the same place.

NOTES

I The Spanish nameguaje is derived from the Nahuatl u/lxin, which is the generic name for
LeucaellQ trees; it is also applied to the legumes and to L. e. esculenta (Simeon 1977; zarate
1997). Nahuatl derivatives are known, such as uaxin chichiltic "red gllaje", calluaxin "house
guaje", etc. Some of these names apply to other genera, such as tepl.'uaxin (Lysiloma spp.).
Gloss variations are found in sixteen century documents: Ilaxi, IfOaxin, -huaxill, -oaxin
(Zarate 1997).
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APPENDIX I.-Names, uses and distribution of Leucaena spp.
~

Taxon' Common names2/ Location Distrubution U"', Management "3Language/Meaning Status
~,

L. macrophyl/a guaje blanco'/ Morelos Sierra Madre del Sur, Dry seeds eaten toasted; Wild -
Benth. subsp. Spanishrwhite guaje" from Nayarit to Oaxaca, tender leaves eaten raw :li

~

macrophylla Sierra Norte de Puebla

guajillcf> / Spanish/ Guerrero Tender seeds eaten raw Wild
"small guaje"

Zacaguajeb / Spanish Oaxaca Tender seeds eaten raw Wild
( from Nahuatl zacatl -uaxin nduva cualli', and 0e
nduva cuallod/ Mixtec/ ':1"horse guaje" ,.
guaje de venado' / Mexico Tender seeds eaten raw; Wild

,...
0

Spanish/"deer's guaje" fresh pods sold in ~

"'local markets\' -l
J:

L. macrophy/la guaje de risa'l/ Guerrero Sierra Madre del Sur, tender seeds eaten raw Wild Z
0

Benth. subsp. nelsonii Spanish/ from Guerrero to Chiapas; or cooked '"6
(Brilton et Rose) zarate "laughter guaje" Veracruz ,...

L. lanceolata S. Watson gllajilld/Spanish/ Baja Baja California Sur, Sierra Immature legumes eaten Wild 8
-<

subsp. lanceolata "small guaje" California Sur Madre Occidental and raw; dry seeds eaten
Sierra Madre del Sur, from toasted and ground
Chihuahua to Chiapas, to powder f

Veracruz

guajill08/Spanish / Sinaloa, Tender seeds eaten raw Wild
"small guaje" Michoacan,

Guerrero

lxJlill08/Spanish / Sinaloa Tender seeds eaten raw Wild
"small balls tree" -~



APPENDIX 1.-Names, uses and distribution of Leucaena spp. (continued)
~

~

Taxon l Common names2/ Location Distrubution Ure, Management
Language/Meaning Status

nasiva or vas;nas/ Sonora Costa Forage Favored in
Guarigia/"guaje guaje" Grande, Pastures

Guerrero

napajteamh / San Mateo del Forage; living fence; Cultivated in
Huave/unknown Mar,Oaxaca wood for utensils living fences

yaga-la-sha-xja / Tehuantepec Tender seeds eaten raw Planted along
Coast Zapotec/ Isthmus, Oaxaca irrigation
"rainy season guaje" canals

ange/itd' /Spanish/ Tehuantepec Quality firewood Wild
"little angel" Isthmus, Oaxaca

guaje sabanerd' / Pochulta, Oaxaca Tender leaves and seeds Wild
N
>-

Spanish/ eaten raw; medicinal ~"savanna guaje"; for infections
"'ejotea /Spartish/

"string bean guaje"

guaje de zopilotea/ Llano Grande, Tender seeds and leaves Wild
Spanish/ Oaxaca eaten raw
"vulture guaje"

da yuuha/Chatino/
"wild guaje"

L Inneeolata S. Watson guaje; ejotea /Spanish/ Pochulta, Southern Pacific Tender leaves and seeds Wild
subsp. sousae zarate "string-bean tree" Oaxaca Coast from eaten, taste sweeter, less

~Michoacan to Chiapas pungent than that of
subsp.laneeo/ata) ~

,~

Z
?

L. retusa Benth golden-ball lead treei / Texas and Texas, New Mexico, Browsed by cattle Wild ~

ex A. Gray English New Mexico Coahuila, Chihuahua



L. shannonii J.D. Smith cascahuitei /Spanish, EI Salvador Chiapas to Nicaragua Unknown Wild '"0subsp. shannonii from Nahuatl 3
uaxcuahuitl/ 3•
"guaje tree" "-
guaje'a,j Chiapas, Living Fence Wild and $

Guatemala, cultivated in
Honduras, living fences
EI Salvador,
Nicaragua

-
frijoli/l~ /Spanish / Honduras Unknown Wild

0
C

"small bean" ~,.
'""guajilloi /Spanish/ Guatemala Unknown Wild 0
~

"small guaje"
~vainal /Spanish/ Nicaragua Unknown Wild Z

"legume" 0

'"L. shannon;; J.D. Smith gucamaya de montaflak/ Joroco, El Salvador, Honduras, Unknown Wild 6
subsp. salvadorensis Spanish/ Morazazan, and Guatemala '""
(Standley ex Britton et "mountain guacamaya" El Salvador, 8
Rose) zarate Estelf, -<

Nicaragua

sepial/Spanish/
probably refers to
dye or color

guajei

L. shannonii J.D. Smith guajel; vainil/ol/Spainish/ El Rinc6n, Chiquimula Valley, Unknown Favored

subsp. magnifica "small legume tree" Guatemala Guatemala
Hughes -~



APPENDIX 1.-Names, uses and distribution of Lellcaena spp. (continued)

Taxon l Common namcs2j Location Distrubution
Language/Meaning

Us.,; Management
Status

L. leucocl'pha/a (Lam.)
de Wit subsp. lellcocephnla

L. leucocepllala (Lam.)
de Wit subsp. glabrata
(Rose) zarate

huaxi, lIaxim, xflximb,n /
probably derived from
Nahuatl/"guaje"

guaje verdea,c,d /Spanish/
"green guaje"

Ie/ekes or li.l_k
kiwifiliak Ii/iakea,m /
Totonac/
"smelly legume"

guns/13/Nahuatl/
guaje

gUII;e bill/leo" /Spanish/
"white guaje"

alfnxin3 ,O/Nahuatl/
"water guaje"

call1laxin3/Nahati/
"horse guaie"

Yucatan

Morelos,
Guerrero

Papantla,
Veracru ....

Northem
Puebla

Oaxaca

Guerrerro

Gulf of Mexico,
Yucatan Peninsula and
Tehuantepec Isthmus

Widespread in
lowlands, Central
and South Mexico
to Nicaragua

Medicinal, antiparasitic
and used against
chicken lice; not eatcn

Tender seeds eatcn raw
or cooked; leaves eaten
raw; medicinal;
sold in markets

Favored in
milpas and
intensively
managed
pastures

Cultivated
and probably
escaped in
disturbed
habitats, or
native in
riparian
habitats

Favored and
planted in
slash and
bum milpas

Cultivated

Cultivated,
escaped or
native in

riparian
habitats



raw; tender seeds cooked; planted,
dry seeds eaten toasted; favored,
sold in markets escaped

L esculenta (Moe. Et
Sesse ex A. DC.) Benth.
subsp. esculenta

nduva cuip,c,d /
Mixtec/"green guaje"

mansOC /Spanish/
"tame guaje"

guaje rojo; guaje
c%radca·j/Spanish/
"red guaje"

uaxina,O/Nahuatl/

guaje

uaxin chichilti~/
Nahuatl/"rro guaje"

hueyuaxina.o/
Nahuatl/"large guaje"

guaje de Castillaa/
Spanish/
"Castilian guaje"

lya kuresa.p /
Mitla Zapotec/
"dry seasonguaje"
nduva cuaaa,c.d /
Mixtecl"red guaje"

nduva cuaa nanuc/
Mixtec/
"wide red guaje"

Jalisco,
Michoacan,
Guerrero,
Puebla,
Oaxaca

Guerrero,

Morelos,
Puebla

Oaxaca

Guerrero,
Puebla,
Oaxaca

Guerrero

Sierra Madre del
Sur, Jalisco,
Hidalgo, Puebla,
Veracruz,
Michoacan,
Mexico, Morelos,
Guerrero, Oaxaca

Seeds and leaves eaten Wild,

Planted,
favored,
ruderal

planted,
favored,
wild



APPENDIX I.-Names, uses and distribution of Leucaena spp. (continued)
N
0

Taxon} Common names2/ Location Distrubution u,'" Management
Language/Meaning Status

nduva cuaa cualjC/
Mixtecl"thin red guaje"

libad loa /Coast Oaxaca Planted,
Mixtecl"red guaje" favored

al pa lab /Chontal/
unknown

pa lab/Chontal/
unknown

yaga laa.b/

Zapotec/"guaje" N
>-eft' /Otomi/"guaje" Hidalgo

~L. escu/enta (Moc. et guaje barbercP/ Morelos Zacatecas, Puebla, Believed to cause hair Wild
$esse ex A. DC.) Benth. Spanish/ Morelos, Oaxaca to fall when eaten
subsp. paniculata (Britton "barbers guaje"
et Rose) zarate

pepetoaxinO/Nahuatl/
"mucilaginose guaje"

guajaI de campoa/ Oaxaca Tender seeds Wild
Spanish/"wild guaje" occasionally eaten

lobada Ie ego /
Zapotec/"wild guaje"

~lya gusgi}r3,P /
Zapotec/ -'""rainy-seasonguaje" Z
guajal de cerroa/Spanish/

?-"wild guaje tree"



L. esculenta (Moe. et
Sesse ex A. OC.) Benth.
subsp. matudae zarate

guaje colorada' /Spanish/ Puebla
"red guaje"

nduva nduchl'CA/Mixtec/ Guerrero
"bean guaje"

guaje de guanduchf' /
Spanish/"beanguaje"

guaje retinta' /Spanish/ Guerrero
"dark red guaje"

chiquimoluaxin3
/

Nahuatl/
"nightingaleguaje" or
"cleft-wood guaje"

guaje jilgueroi/Spanish/
"nightingale guaje"

guaje chismoso"/
Spanishl"gossip guaje"

guaje brujo",j/Spanish/
"witch guaje"

nduva ticuandriQ/
Mixtec/unknown

guaje ticuanda; guaje de hielote<1/
Spanish/unknown

Central Balsas Basin

Tender seeds eaten;
sold in markets

seldom eaten; bark
vulnerary and in magic
medicine

Favoured
and planted

Wild

Wild

L. co/linsii Britton et
Rose subsp. collinsii

guaje; guaje colorado"/ Chiapas
Spanish/"red guaje"

guasJr,j/Nahuatl/
"guaje"

guash de montei/
Nahuatl and Spanish/
"wild guaje"

Chiapas to
Northern Guatemala

Tender seeds eaten raw Wild and
planted in
living fences

N-



APPENDIX 1.-Names, uses and distribution of Leucaena spp. (continued)
N
N

Taxon1 Common names2/ Location Distrubution Uses Management
Language/Meaning Status

chijlipi/Tojolabal/
"sweet guaje"

L. cuspidata Standley 'ilea /Otomil"guaje" Hidalgo San Luis Potosi, Tender seeds eaten raw; Wild,
subsp. cuspidata and Hidalgo, Queretaro sold in markets cultivated
L. cuspida!a Standley
subsp. jacalensis zarate

'ifi de cerroi/Spanish/
"wild guaje"

uaxia/NahuaUl"guaje"

L. collfertiflora Zarate guajl!" /Spanishl"guaje" Oaxaca, Oaxaca, Puebla Unknown Wild
Nsubsp. cOllfertiflora Puebla >,

L. cOllfertiflora zarate guaje :::acatzi~ / Puebla Sierra de Zongolica, Tender seeds eaten raw Wild, ~subsp. adenotheloidea from Nahuatl/ Puebla or cooked; sold in planted m
zarate "wild guaje" markets

L. diversifoIia (Schldl.) guaje; gunje blancaa/ Jalapa, Central Veracruz Tender seeds eaten raw Wild,
Benth. subsp. diversifolia Spanish/"white guaje" Veracruz tolerated

L diversifolia (Schldl.) La-aye-tia/Zapotec/ Oaxaca Sinaloa, Durango, Jalisco, Tender seeds eaten raw Wild
Benth. subsp. stellocarpa "small guaje" Mexico, Morelos, Guerrero,
(Urban) Urate Oaxaca, Chiapas,

Guatemala, Honduras,
El Salvador

lobadaviyitr /
0:Zapotec/"bird guaje"

shashib; shashibte:::; -'"xaxib; ch'ich'n~/ Z
Tzeltal/unknown 9-



L. pulverlilellta (Schldl.) guanus" /Chichimec/ San Luis Eastern flank of the Sierra Tender flower buds and Wild '"cBcnth. "gllaje" Potosi Madre Oriental, Nuevo seeds eaten raw 3
LeOn, Tamaulipas, San Luis 3•
Potosi, Hidalgo. Veracruz, "-Oaxaca :8

~

gllaje; gUlls!lc; IlUllc/It~/ Puebla and
from Nahuatll"guaje" Hidalgo

(Sierra Norte
de Pucbla)

liliakiwii •m/Totonac/ Totonacapan
75"guaje tree" in Veracruz
C

tze" /Mazatec/"gllaje" Oaxaca, '"Z
Sierra de >
Huaulla r

0
thuk'T / Huastec/ "gllaje" San Luis Tender leaves and seeds

."

;']
Potosi eaten raw; leaves in

~medicinal preparations
0

L. X bracllycarpa Unknown Oacaca, Eastern Unknown Wild 6(Urban) zarate Sierra Mazateca

L. greggii S. Watson Unknown Coahuila, Unknown Wild R
Nuevo Le6n -<

L. il/vo/r/crata zarate /mrra blancai/Spanish/ Sonora Sonora Unknown Wild
"while bar"

ITaxa follow Zarate (1994). Central American talCa are included for completeness.

250urces: a. Field observation; b. Martinez 1979; Co Casas and Caballero 1996; d. Casas c.U11994; e. R. Bye and E. Linares, personal commu
nication; f. Parra 1983; g. Gonzalez-Ortega 1929; h Zizumbo and Colunga 1980; i. Vines 1960; j. Herbarium label; k. Standley and Calder6n
1925; I. Hughes 1993; m. Kelly and Palerm 1952; n. Barrera ct...aL. 1980; o. Hernandez 1960; p. Messer 1978; q. Casas 1992; r. Alcorn 1984.
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